Abstract. The calculation of finite length sequences of convolution sum and circular convolution plays a significant role in the courses of "signal and system" and "digital signal processing".This paper mainly introduces three kinds of the methods of solving the finite sequence of convolution and and circular convolution. For both,vertical multiplication is easy to learn, and is advantageous to the student's understanding.
Introduction
In the courses of "signal and system" and "digital signal processing",general books only introduce to use formula method and graphical method of solving finite length sequences of convolution sum and circular convolution. Though the two methods of physical concepts are clear, their calculation is rather complicated, time-consuming and error-prone.This paper avoids the two methods, and mainly introduces tabulation method、vertical multiplication and Matlab to solve the finite length sequence convolution sum and the circular convolution respectively. 
Summary
From the above discussion, whether to solve the finite sequence of convolution sum or circular convolution, vertical multiplication is relatively simple.As long as the understanding of the finite length sequence of convolution sum and circular convolution, it doesn't discuss all kinds of calculation methods in classroom teaching too much.
